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Colleagues,
 
In response to the SBVC Academic Senate Resolution SU20.01 Infusion of
Anti-Racism/No-Hate Education, the Curriculum Committee will now include,
as part of the standard curriculum process, a review of all curriculum through a
culturally responsive/equity lens. This will apply to all new courses and
programs and existing courses that go through the content review process as
well.
 
As you submit your curriculum, some items that you may want to look at to
address culturally responsive curriculum can include, but are not limited to:

 
1. Diversity/equity in textbooks
2. Diversity/equity in assignments
3. Re-examining course content/adding culturally responsive content where

appropriate
4. Re-examining Course Objectives and Student Learning

Outcomes/revising to add culturally responsive content where appropriate
5. Re-examining the course title and course schedule & catalog descriptions

to include culturally responsive content
6. OER

 
The Curriculum Committee is here to help you through this process.  Feel free
to contact me if you have any questions.
 
Additionally, I have attached a Power Point from the Statewide Academic
Senate Curriculum Institute titled, “The Course Outline of Record Through an
Equity Lens”  that may be helpful as you move forward with this process.
 
 
Mary Copeland, Associate Professor
Faculty Co-Chair, Curriculum
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The Course Outline of Record: 

Through an Equity Lens Processes

Session Description: The Course Outline of Record (COR) is essential to all aspects of curriculum at our colleges and certainly drives the decisions we make as educators in the implementation of teaching strategies and course design. This breakout will discuss the impact the elements of the COR have on providing diversity and equity in the classroom, as we seek to provide rich, robust, and culturally-responsive curricula to meet the needs of our diverse student populations.
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JUST HERE FOR OUR REFERENCE



Introductions 


What is your role on campus?

What is you level of curriculum familiarity?

Numbered Fingers: 

	3=EXPERT, 2=KNOWLEDGABLE, 1=NOVICE

What is your interest in curriculum, the COR, or this session?

Elbow Partners
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ROLES:

Faculty? Articulation Officers? Curriculum Chairs?

Administrators? 

Curriculum Specialists? 



INTEREST: What do you expect to learn? What drew you to this session?



Presentation Overview 


Importance of the COR

Regulations/Resources

Audience

Credit and Noncredit CORs

PCAH Categories

COR Required Structures

COR Focus

Student-Centered

Academic Freedom




COR Components

Hours/Units

Requisites

Objectives and Outcomes

Methods of Instruction and Activities

Evaluation/Assessment

Textbooks and Materials 

Other Things to Consider
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Importance of the COR 


From ASCCC's 2017 paper The Course Outline of Record: A Curriculum Reference Guide Revisited:

"The course outline of record (COR) is a document with defined legal standing that plays a critical role in the curriculum of the California community colleges."

The COR "has both internal and external influences that impact all aspects of its content, from outcomes to teaching methodology, which, by extension, impact program development and program evaluation."
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Regulations and Resources 


Title 5 55002: Standards and Criteria for Courses

Program and Course Approval Handbook (PCAH) 6th edition

ACCJC Standards

C-ID

Transfer Institutions

CSU GE Articulation

UC Articulation

CTE Competency and Skills Attainment 
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CTE Benefits--recertification, badges, skill/job advancement 



Intended Audience 


Students

Discipline faculty

Curriculum committee and local board

College administration (program review)

ACCJC visiting teams

CCCCO

Employers, regional consortia, advisory boards

Faculty and articulation officers from other institutions

Public and community members
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Types of Courses


		Credit		Noncredit

		Degree applicable and non-degree applicable (basic skills)		Some Career Development and College Preparation courses (CDCP) may lead to Certificate of Competency/Completion 

		Students pay tuition fees		No student tuition fees

		Generates apportionment		Generates apportionment 

		Awards units		Awards hours (no units)

		Not repeatable except in limited cases		Repeatable; Multiple enrollments allowed

		Approved by Curriculum Committee, then Board, then CCCCO chapters.		Approved by Curriculum Committee, then board, then CCCCO approves.
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PCAH Categories of Credit Courses 


Program Applicable = Requirement or elective of a degree or Certificate of Achievement OR part of a GE pattern

Degree Applicable = Any course applicable to an Associate degree

Non-Degree Applicable = Basic skills below algebra or more than one level below college-level; support courses; entry-level CTE courses

Stand-Alone = Courses without a program, including experimental offerings and special topics courses
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Credit COR Structure Required by Title 5 §55002

 


Unit value (credit courses)

Total contact hours for course 

Outside of class hours

Total student learning hours 

Conditions of enrollment: requisites, advisories, and    other conditions

Catalog description

Objectives

Content (typically in outline form)

Reading and writing assignments or others as appropriate

Other outside-of-class assignments

Methods of instruction

Methods of evaluation/grading policy
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PCAH Categories of Noncredit Courses

 


English as a Second Language

Immigrant Education/Citizenship

Basic Skills (ABE and ASE)

Health and Safety

Adults with Substantial Disabilities

Parent Education

Home Economics

Courses for Older Adults

Short-term Vocational Programs

Workforce Preparation

* Supervised Tutoring and Supplemental Education (Title 5, §58168-58172)
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In addition to the ten eligible areas, title 5, sections 58168-58172 authorize community colleges to claim apportionment for supervised tutoring and learning assistance under noncredit. Apportionment for supplemental learning assistance may be claimed for credit supplemental courses in support of primary/parent credit courses, or for noncredit supplemental courses (in any of the ten noncredit eligible areas outlined in Ed. Code, § 84757) in support of primary/parent noncredit courses. Only in limited circumstances, such as ESL and basic skills, may colleges offer noncredit supplemental learning assistance courses in support of credit courses. Also, in occupational areas, colleges may establish supplemental noncredit short-term vocational courses in support of credit occupational courses. 





Noncredit COR Structure Required by Title 5 §55002

 


Total contact hours for course

Catalog description

Objectives 

Content (typically in outline form)

Assignments and activities

Methods of instruction 

Methods of evaluation/grading policy
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COR Focus: Helping Students Learn



Developed for students, first and foremost, to help them learn effectively and successfully

Guides instructors in the lesson planning

Meets compliance for the institution
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Who is the focus of our CORs? 

Is it me, the professor, or the school/institution, or is it centered and focused on the student?



COR and Academic Freedom

 


Title 5 §55002 requires that a qualified instructor teaches the course in accordance with the objectives and other details in the COR

Provides flexibility in

Instructional methods

Assessments/evaluation

Assignments

Textbooks
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Flexibility with the students in mind

Choose your passion but be INTENTIONAL about 

Varied selections of diverse material

Multiple methods of delivery

Menus of assignments





Stylistic Concerns

 


To effectively serve our diverse student populations: STYLE MATTERS!

Content should be specific enough that the COR

Shows appropriate level and rigor

Ensures consistency among faculty

Aids in articulation and transferability with appropriate details

Distinguishes sequential courses

Demonstrates that it meets all regulatory requirements

Components should be integrated so that "an obvious relationship should exist" between content, description, title, objectives, outcomes, assignments, methods of instruction, evaluation, etc. (ASCCC 2017 COR paper)
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COR Components: Hours and Units

 




Must be consistent with Title 5, the PCAH, and Board Policy

In general, 3 hours of student work per week for one unit of credit

Instructional modalities: lecture, lab with homework, lab

Minimum and maximum total hours

Transfer institutions (and C-ID) may want a breakdown of instructional time

Noncredit requires only minimum and maximum total hours
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Board Policy--Administrative Procedures or any local processes 



COR Components: Requisites

 


Must be clear to a broad audience

Should not create disportionate impact or barriers for students

Create a logical sequence for students

Don’t forget: requires separate approval for establishment
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Under current interpretation of Title 5, students have the option to take non-credit support courses although these should not be required pre- or co-requisites to credit courses



COR Components: Content/Objectives

 


Balance between flexibility and specificity

Create space for varied perspectives and experiences with an open-mind

Evidence of college-level rigor and critical thinking

Integrate content with description, SLOs, assessments, and assignments

Lab course specificity
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COR Components: SLOs

 




Validate student learning

Describe what students DO: Differentiate the instruction by providing levels of engagement (Bloom’s Taxonomy--analysis, synthesis, evaluation)

SLOs describe what students can do after completing the course

Required by the ACCJC
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Can be an addendum to the COR

The number of SLOs is a local decision





COR Components: Assignments

 




Allow students to be creative and innovative, exploring and grapplin with content to show authentic learning 

Should allow students to share their voices and their rich experiences 

Don’t forget Title 5:

Justify the total student work and the unit value

Relate to objectives and SLOs

Be specific enough to show rigor
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COR Components: Methods of Instruction

 


Take advantage of the students’ experiences, various backgrounds by validating students’ schemata and diverse perspectives

Scaffold and provide safe spaces for students to take academic risks



How is student learning facilitated in your classroom 

to value diverse student experiences?

THINK, PAIR, SHARE
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Examples:  lecture, discussion, lab, studio, performance, student presentations, field trips, competitions, etc.



Distance Education (DE) Modality—additional processes

Requires a separate approval (Title 5 §55206).

Does the COR need to specify how DE modality and in-person differ?

How is DE approval documented at your college?



Student-Centered Activities

LEARN ABOUT YOUR STUDENTS: Give your students agency and validation through 

Pair Shares

Share Outs

Collaborative Group Work

Cooperative-Based Groups

Peer Teaching

Real-World Problems

Guest Speakers

Culturally Sensitive and Inclusive Readings
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See resources slide at end for link to this list and a rubric and other cool sources: https://www.prodigygame.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/Culturally-Responsive-Teaching-Strategies-and-Examples.pdf



COR Components: Evaluation/Assessment

 


Provide equitable evaluation with alternate assessment tools

Be mindful of various learning styles

Show rigor, but avoid bias 

Provide formative vs summative assessments often

Provide variety of ways to demonstrate success and meeting outcomes

Providing safe spaces to discuss and present personal background and build on schemata

Don’t forget assessments need to be related to objectives and SLOs
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The Seven Learning Styles

Visual (spatial):You prefer using pictures, images, and spatial understanding.

Aural (auditory-musical): You prefer using sound and music.

Verbal (linguistic): You prefer using words, both in speech and writing.

Physical (kinesthetic): You prefer using your body, hands and sense of touch.

Logical (mathematical): You prefer using logic, reasoning and systems.

Social (interpersonal): You prefer to learn in groups or with other people.

Solitary (intrapersonal): You prefer to work alone and use self-study.



TO LEVEL THE PLAYING FIELD, yes rigor but also

AVOID BIAS! Be self-aware and identify your privilege and bias.

SHARE OUR STORIES:

Michelle (play outfits) and Sofia (computers)



SUMMATIVE is only one measure/tool, so USE FORMATIVE—check for understanding; low-stakes measurements.

Not just multiple-choice or 6 page essays! 

The goal of formative assessment is to monitor student learning to provide ongoing feedback that can be used by instructors to improve their teaching and by students to improve their learning. 

Formative assessments are generally low stakes, which means that they have low or no point value. Summative assessment

The goal of summative assessment is to evaluate student learning at the end of an instructional unit by comparing it against some standard or benchmark.

Summative assessments are often high stakes, which means that they have a high point value. Examples of summative assessments include:

a midterm exam

a final project

a paper

a senior recital





*Assessments can also be: portfolios, interviews, oral narratives, drawings, auditions, research, projects, multi-media

 



COR Components: Textbooks and Materials

Textbooks

Consider open educational resources

Be mindful of implicit bias

Engage a variety of students and validate diverse experiences through text selections

Materials or field trip fees

Provide equitable opportunities

Be mindful of cost and other barriers
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How do I engage this new Gen Z? 

How are you evolving as a teacher to meet student needs and eliminate barriers or identify your own biases?



Culturally-Responsive Instructional Materials

Attention paid to minimize dominant discourse, bias, and/or micro-aggressions

Consider students’ socioeconomic status 

Allow for learning style diversity

Allow for different strategies in communicating ideas

Require higher-order thinking (Bloom’s Taxonomy)

Connect to real life, including social, political, and/or environmental concerns

Encourage collaborative approach so students can learn from each other

*Consider the Westminster College Rubric as a way to navigate and achieve equity in the classroom
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Other Elements to Consider: Asset-Minded Language



Address inequities honestly

Create an invitation from academia/the scholarly world for our students to share in with instructors

Provide the “why” –the rationale for the choices of materials and activities

Use inclusive language and gender neutral pronouns

Identify punitive and negative tone vs. a positive and welcoming tone

Align the description, materials, and all elements of COR
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Growth-mindset: Two way street--we learn, too!



Other COR Components to Consider

 


Faculty discipline(s)

Repeatability

Transferability and C-ID applicability

Degree/certificate applicability

Links to other courses (cross-listing, prerequisites, etc.)

Effective term
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Any Questions?

Thank you for joining us!



Michelle Bean (mbean@riohondo.edu) 

Dr. Sofia Ramirez Gelpi (sgelpi@hancokcollege.edu)  
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Resources

Equity and Assessment: Moving Toward Culturally Responsive Assessment: http://learningoutcomesassessment.org/documents/OccasionalPaper29.pdf

Culturally Responsive Teaching Strategies: https://www.prodigygame.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/Culturally-Responsive-Teaching-Strategies-and-Examples.pdf 

Westminster College Culturally Responsive Rubric: https://www.westminstercollege.edu/docs/default-source/undergraduate-documents/other-programs/tides/rubric-for-culturally-responsive-lessons.pdf?sfvrsn=2

Building Equity into the Syllabus Blog: https://futuresinitiative.org/blog/2015/04/18/building-equity-and-innovation-into-a-syllabus-or-we-may-not-be-able-to-change-the-word-but-we-can-change-our-classrooms/

PCAH: http://extranet.cccco.edu/Portals/1/AA/Credit/2017/PCAH6thEditionJuly_FINAL.pdf

COR Handbook: https://www.asccc.org/sites/default/files/COR_0.pdf

Noncredit at a Glance: https://www.asccc.org/sites/default/files/Noncredit%20at%20a%20glance_0.pdf
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